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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  

 
Data Centers Delivered to Sponsor and Exhibit at 7x24 Exchange 

 
Award-winning data center design company provides value and  
enables mission critical enterprise information infrastructures  

 
NEW YORK (June 5, 2012) – Data Centers Delivered, a provider of custom-built, manufactured, 

modular data center solutions, is participating as a silver-level sponsor and will be exhibiting at 

table #32 at the 2012 7x24 Exchange scheduled June 10-13 at the Hilton Orlando Bonnet Creek in 

Orlando.  

 

When asked about this conference Stephen Madaffari, principal, Data Centers Delivered said, 

“7x24 Exchange is an important industry conference that connects decision makers who design, 

build, operate and maintain mission critical enterprise information infrastructures with the 

knowledge they need and resources providers, like Data Centers Delivered. We are excited about 

sponsoring and participating in this conference and learning how we can help businesses and 

universities improve their design, installation and power usage effectiveness (PUE)  for their 

mission critical facilities.” 

 

Powered by Epsilon Industries, Data Centers Delivered offers customers the best of both worlds ― 

the customization, larger size, flexibility and aesthetics of a field-built data center facility with the 

speed, and cost-containment of a containerized data center. The company was recently recognized, 

along with their project partner, Critical Facilities Technologies, with an honorable mention award 

by the Green Enterprise IT awards competition for the design and installation of modular data 

center for the University of Colorado-Boulder and US National Center for Atmospheric Research 

Supercomputer. 
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White space designed by Data Centers Delivered is built to meet any customer’s IT requirements by 

providing proper-size facilities for easy server access and maintenance, are cooled via systems that 

take advantage of today’s waterside and airside economization strategies, and are powered by 

redundant electrical and control systems. Also, to help customers achieve their target PUE, Data 

Centers Delivered analyzes the availability and feasibility of multiple alternatives to determine the 

best option for data center cooling and efficiency needs.  

 

For more information about Data Centers Delivered, go to: www.datacentersdelivered.com, call 1-

713-396-0756 or visit them at table #32  at 7x24 Exchange.   
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About Data Centers Delivered 

With offices in Houston, New York and Toronto, and a manufacturing facility in Kingston, Ontario, 

Data Centers Delivered offers customers the best of both worlds ― the customization, larger size, 

flexibility and aesthetics of a field-built data center facility with the speed, and cost-containment of 

a containerized data center. For more information about Data Centers Delivered, visit 

www.datacentersdelivered.com, call 1-713-396-0756 and connect via LinkedIn, Facebook , Twitter, 

YouTube and Google+. 
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